Electroencephalography (EEG) signals re ect activities on certain brain areas. E ective classi cation of time-varying EEG signals is still challenging. First, EEG signal processing and feature engineering are time-consuming and highly rely on expert knowledge. In addition, most existing studies focus on domain-speci c classication algorithms which may not be applicable to other domains. Moreover, the EEG signal usually has a low signal-to-noise ratio and can be easily corrupted. In this regard, we propose a generic EEG signal classi cation framework that accommodates a wide range of applications to address the aforementioned issues. e proposed framework develops a reinforced selective a ention model to automatically choose the distinctive information among the raw EEG signals. A convolutional mapping operation is employed to dynamically transform the selected information to an over-complete feature space, wherein implicit spatial dependency of EEG samples distribution is able to be uncovered. We demonstrate the e ectiveness of the proposed framework using three representative scenarios: intention recognition with motor imagery EEG, person identi cation, and neurological diagnosis. ree widely used public datasets and a local dataset are used for our evaluation. e experiments show that our framework outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines and achieves the accuracy of more than 97% on all the datasets with low latency and good resilience of handling complex EEG signals across various domains. ese results con rm the suitability of the proposed generic approach for a range of problems in the realm of Brain-Computer Interface applications.
INTRODUCTION
EEG (Electroencephalography) is an electro-physiological monitoring indicator to analyze brain states and activities by measuring the voltage uctuations of ionic current within the neurons of brains. In practice, EEG signal can be collected by portable and o -the-shelf equipment in a non-invasive and non-stationary way [2] . EEG signal classi cation algorithms have been widely studied Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). KDD'18, London,UK © 2018 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). . . . $15.00 DOI: for a range of real-world applications [32] . e accurate and robust of EEG classi cation model has promising practical meanings to many applications such as intention recognition, person identication, and neurological diagnosis. Intention recognition based Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) system [5, 28] provides a novel bridge between human mind and the outer world and is recently used in assisted living [34] , smart home [33] , and entertainment industry [19] ; EEG based person identi cation technique empowers the security systems deployed in bank or customs [20] ; EEG signal based neurological diagnosis can be used to detect the organic brain injury and abnormal synchronous neuronal activity such as epileptic seizure [1, 29] .
e classi cation of EEG signal faces several challenges. First, various data preprocessing and feature extraction methods (e.g., ltering, Discrete Wavelet Transformation, and feature selection) are employed by most existing EEG classi cation studies [19, 32] . Nevertheless, all of these methods are time-consuming and highly depend on expertise. Meanwhile, the hand-cra ed features require extensive experiments to generalize well to diverse se ings such as ltering bands and wavelet orders. erefore, a method directly works on raw EEG data is necessary.
Second, the current work focuses the classi cation of EEG segment instead of EEG sample . e segment contains a number of continuous EEG samples, which is generally clipped by sliding window method [7] . e features for classi cation are measured based on each segment instead of each sample [32] . However, the segment based classi cation has two drawbacks compared to sample based classi cation: 1) the segment based classi cation requires larger training data scale and longer data-collecting time. For example, suppose each segment has 10 samples without overlapping, for the same training batch size, the segment based classi cation requires 10 times datasize and data-collecting time of the sample based classi cation. 2) in the segment with a number of samples, the sample diversity may be o set by other inverse changed samples since EEG signal is rapidly varying (Section 2). As a result, the segment based classi cation cannot exploit the immediate intention changing and thus achieves low precision in practical deployment. To this end, the sample based classi cation is more a ractive.
Besides, most current EEG classi cation methods are designed based domain-speci c knowledge and thus may become ine ective or even fail in di erent scenarios and di erent data quality [2] . For example, the approach customized for neurological diagnosis may not work well on intention recognition. erefore, a general EEG signal classi cation method is expected to have both e ciency and robustness over various domains. Furthermore, compared to other sensor signals and images, the EEG signal is less informative. e EEG signal has low signal-tonoise ratio and is easy to be corrupted by subjective and objective factors [34] . e less informative directly a ect the classi cation accuracy. Hence, a more e ective classi er is required to extract discriminative features from such limited information.
To address the aforementioned issues, we propose a novel framework for EEG single classi cation. e proposed framework directly works on raw EEG signal and exploits the intra-sample information of each single EEG sample. We design a reinforced selective a ention model that combines the bene ts of a ention mechanism and deep reinforcement learning to automatically grasp the distinctive information for di erent EEG application circumstance. A convolutional mapping method is employed to mapping the selected low dimension feature to an over-complete feature space. e higher feature dimension enables the classi er to detect a distribution that exactly describes the EEG samples more easily. e main contributions of this paper are highlighted as follows:
• We propose a general EEG classi cation framework for devise application scenarios including intention recognition, person identi cation, and neurological diagnosis.
• We design the reinforced selective a ention model, by combining the deep reinforcement learning and a ention mechanism, to automatically extract the robust and distinct feature from various EEG scenarios. We design a nonlinear reward function to encourage the model to select the best a ention area that leads to the highest classi cation accuracy. Besides, we customize the state and actions based on our EEG classi cation environment.
• We develop a convolutional mapping method to explore the distinguishable spatial dependency, which is fed to the classi er for classi cation, among selected EEG signals.
• We demonstrate the e ectiveness of the proposed framework using four EEG datasets with respect to three representatives and challenging BCI application scenarios. e experiment results illustrate that the proposed framework outperforms all the state-of-the-art baselines and consistently achieves the accuracy of more than 97% and low latency on all the datasets.
Note that all the necessary reusable codes and datasets have been open-sourced for reproduction, please refer to this link 1 .
ANALYSIS OF EEG SIGNALS
To gain a be er understanding of EEG data, we analyze the unique characteristics of EEG signal. Intuitively, the EEG signal measures 1 h ps://github.com/xiangzhang1015/know your mind the voltage uctuations of microcurrent produced by the brain neurons, which is easy to be a ected by subjective and objective factors such as emotion, fatigue, and physical movement. e extreme artifacts caused by the factors leads to the low signal-to-noise ratio. Also, the EEG signal is less informative. e brain activity is very complex and rapid varying, but the EEG signal can only capture a few information through the discrete sampling of biological current.
e characteristics of rapidly varying and complex of EEG signals can be demonstrated by Figure 1 which provides the EEG topography of continuous 5 samples. e sampling rate is 160 Hz while the sampling interval is 0.00625 second. It can be clearly observed that the topography changes dramatically within such a tiny time interval.
To be more intuitive, we quantitatively analyze the EEG signals' unique characteristics by comparing EEG signals with two typical sensor signals collected by smartphone and wearable sensor in four aspects: the frequency domain, the time domain, the samples' correlations, and the Di erence Percentage (DP). e analysis in the frequency domain and the time domain investigates how chaotic the signals are in high-level, which also indicates how the data are corrupted by noises in a macroscopic perspective. e analysis in correlations and di erence percentage are designed in order to investigate the EEG signal characteristics at the microscopic level such as how the EEG data uctuate in a very short interval and how the EEG sample correlated with the neighbor samples.
Frequency Domain. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) based frequency domain analysis is a commonly used signal characteristic analysis method. In this section, we evaluate the signals on four aspects: the Shannon information entropy [24] , the frequency standard deviation (STD), the frequency range, and the signal bandwidth.
e Shannon information entropy refers to the average amount of information produced by a stochastic source of signals.
e higher information entropy, the more chaotic of the signals, and the more di cult to classify the signals. e frequency STD and the frequency range are two metrics to assess the dispersion and uctuation of the signals in the frequency domain. e bandwidth denotes the width of the active frequency band. In this part, we de ne the active frequency band as the frequency with the amplitude larger than 0.002. e narrower bandwidth illustrates the more centralized frequency. e higher signal quality, the lower classi cation di culty.
Time Domain. In the time domain, we evaluate the sensor signals on three levels of sample window: 5, 50, and 500 samples. Since the sampling rates of three signals all range in [50, 160]Hz, samples in the three levels of sample windows are collected in 0.03 ∼ 0.1 seconds, 0.3 ∼ 1 seconds, and 3 ∼ 10 seconds, respectively. e evaluation on three levels is expected to show the tendency that how the EEG characteristic varies with the sampling period. For each level, the standard deviation and range are calculated.
Correlation Coe cient. e correlation coe cient calculates the average cosine correlationship between the speci c sample and its neighbor samples. Similarly, the correlation is evaluated on three sample window levels: 5 samples, 50 samples, 500 samples.
e correlation coe cient measures the degree of EEG sample's uctuation at a microscopic level. A low correlation coe cient represents the EEG signal dramatically and rapidly varying all the time. e STD and range are calculated of each level as well. , and the range in the correlation coe cient (C-Range). For each metric, the DP is calculated for three sample window levels (5 samples, 50 samples, 500 samples), separately. e DP is calculated as follows:
where M e , M p , M w denote the metrics of EEG, smartphone, and wearable sensor signals, separately.
Results. e EEG characteristics analysis results are presented in Figure 2 . Figure e histograms show that the EEG signals are more disordered in the time domain. From Figure 2d and 2e, we observe the EEG signals have higher correlation coe cient STD and range on all the sample window levels. is witness demonstrates that the EEG sample has more unstable correlations with neighbors and the instability is very high even in the nearest 5 samples. More speci cally, the EEG signal is rapidly changing at each single sampling point and each sample. At last, Figure 2f provides that for all the metrics, the window with fewer samples has higher di erence percentage. In the time domain, the DP in 5 sample window (250%) is dramatically higher than in other windows. It can be inferred that in long sample windows (e.g, 50, 500) which including a stack of samples, the sample diversity is o set by other inverse changed samples; however, the sample uctuation is much sharper and intense in the short sample window for it only contains limited samples.
ese phenomena reveal that the single EEG samples may refer to di erent intention and should be classi ed into di erent categories from its neighbor samples. For example, the subject can transfer from one thought to another thought immediately within 0.01 sec, intuitively. is requires an algorithm to capture and recognize the subject's intention instantaneously based on the EEG signal collected in a very short time.
In summary, we draw several conclusions from the above analysis: 1) the EEG signals are more chaotic and more di cult to be classi ed than other sensor signals; 2) the EEG signals vary more rapidly than other sensor signals and therefore require a quicker classi cation algorithm to support BCI applications.
PROPOSED METHOD
Based on the above analysis, we propose reinforced a entive convolutional neural networks to directly classify the raw EEG signal accurately and e ciently. e overall work ow is shown in Figure 3 . It contains several components: 1) the replicate and shu e processing; 2) the reinforced selective a ention model; and 3) the convolutional mapping. In the following, we will rst discuss the motivations of the proposed method and then introduce the aforementioned components in detail.
Addressing the drawbacks mentioned in Section 1, the proposed approach: 1) automatically focuses on the valuable dimensions (channels) of di erent EEG dataset by the reinforced selective a ention model; 2) performs classi cation based on single EEG sample; 3) develops a convolutional mapping method to exploit the latent spatial dependency among EEG signal dimensions.
First, in order to provide as much as possible information, we design an approach to exploit the spatial relationships among EEG signals. e signals belonging to di erent brain activities are supposed to have di erent spatial dependent relationships. We replicate and shu e the input EEG signals on dimension-wise (Section 3.1). en, an attention zonex i , which is a fragment in x i , with the state s t = {start t idx , end t idx } is selected. e selected attention zone is input to the state transition and the reward model. In each step t, one action is selected by the state transition to update s t based on the agent's feedback. e reward model evaluates the quality of the attention zone by the reward score r t . e dueling DQN is employed to discover the best attention zonex * i which will be fed into the convolutional mapping procedure to extract the spatial dependency representation. e represented features will be used for the classi cation. FCL denotes Fully Connected Layer. e reward model is the combination of the convolutional mapping and the classi er.
Within this method, all the possible dimension arrangements have the equiprobable appearance.
Second, inspired by the fact that the optimal spatial relationship only depends on a subset of feature dimensions, we introduce an a ention zone to focus on a fragment of feature dimensions. Here, the a ention zone is optimized by deep reinforcement learning, which has been proved to be stable and well-performed in policy learning (Section 3.2).
ird, we develop a deep CNN structure to learn the over-complete sparsity feature representation as well as the distinctive spatial dependency (Section 3.3).
Replicate and Shu le
Suppose the input raw EEG data are denoted by X = {(x i , i ), i = 1, 2, · · · I }, where (x i , i ) denotes a single EEG sample and I denotes the number of samples. In each sample, the feature x i = {x ik , k = 1, 2, · · · , K }, x i ∈ R K contains K elements corresponding to K EEG channels. x ik denotes the k-th dimension value in the i-th sample.
In real-world collection scenarios, the EEG data are generally concatenated following the distribution of biomedical EEG channels. However, the biomedical dimension order may not present the best spatial dependency, obviously. e exhausting method is too computationally expensive to exhaust all the possible dimension arrangements. For example, a 64-channel EEG sample has A 64 64 = 1.28×10 89 combinations, which is obviously an astronomical gure.
To provide more potential dimension combinations, we propose a method called Replicate and Shu e (RS). RS is a two-step mapping method which mapping x i to a higher dimensional space x i with complete element combinations:
In the rst step (Replicate), replicating x i for h = K %K + 1 times ,where % denotes remainder operation. en, we get a new vector with length as h * K which is not less than K ; in the second step (Shu e), we randomly shu e the replicated vector in the rst step and intercept the rst K elements to generate x i . eoretically, compared to x i , x i contains more diverse dimension combinations.
Reinforced Selective Attention
In the next process, we aim to detect the optimal dimension combination, which includes the most distinctive spatial dependency among EEG signals. Since K , the length of x i , is too large and computationally expensive, to balance the length and the information content, we introduce the a ention mechanism [6] . We a empt to emphasize the informative fragment in x i and denote the fragment byx i , which is called a ention zone. Letx i ∈ RK andK denotes the length of the a ention zone. We employ deep reinforcement learning to discover the best a ention zone [15] . As shown in Figure 3 , the detection of the best a ention zone includes two key components: the environment (including state transition and reward model) and the agent. ree elements (the state s, the action a, and the reward r ) are exchanged in the interaction between the environment and the agent. All of the three elements are customized based on the speci c situation in this paper. Next, we introduce the design of the crucial components of our deep reinforcement learning structure:
• e state S = {s t , t = 0, 1, · · · ,T } ∈ R 2 describes the position of the a ention zone, where t denotes the time stamp. In the training, s 0 is initialized as
Since the a ention zone is a shi ing fragment on 1-D x i , we design two parameters to de ne the state: s t = {start t idx , end t idx }, where start t idx and end t idx denote the start index and the end index of the a ention zone 2 , separately.
• e action A = {a t , t = 0, 1, · · · ,T } ∈ R 4 describes which action the agent could choose to act on the environment. Here at time stamp t, the state transition chooses one action to implement following the agent's policy π : s t +1 = π (s t , a t ). In our case, we de ne 4 categories of actions (Figure 4 • e reward R = {r t , t = 0, 1, · · · ,T } ∈ R is calculated by the reward model, which will be detailed later. e reward model Φ: r t = Φ(s t ) receives the current state and returns an evaluation as the reward.
Reward Model. Next, we introduce in detail the design of the reward model. e purpose of reward model is to evaluate how the current state impacts the classi cation performance. Intuitively, the state which leads to the be er classi cation performance should have a higher reward: r t = F (s t ). In this paper, we set the reward modal F as a combination of the convolutional mapping and classi cation (Section 3.3). Since in the practical approach optimization, the higher the accuracy is, the more di cult to increase the classi cation accuracy. For example, improving the accuracy on a higher level (e.g., from 90% to 100%) is much harder than on a lower level(e.g., from 50% to 60%). To encourage the accuracy improvement on the higher level, we design a non-linear reward function:
e acc e − 1 − βK K where acc denotes the classi cation accuracy. e function contains two parts, the rst part is a normalized exponential function with the exponent acc ∈ [0, 1], this part encourages the reinforcement learning algorithm to search the be er s t which leads to a higher acc. e motivation of the exponential function is that: the reward growth rate is increasing with the accuracy's increase 3 . e second part is a penalty factor for the a ention zone length to keep the bar shorter and the β is the penalty coe cient.
In summary, the aim of the deep reinforcement learning is to learn the optimal a ention zonex * i which leads to the maximum reward.
e selective mechanism totally iterates N = n e * n s times where n e and n s denote the number of episodes and steps [30] , respectively. ε-greedy method [27] is employed in the state transition. For be er convergence and quicker training, the ε is gradually increasing with the iterating. e increment ε 0 follows:
Policy. e Dueling DQN (Deep Q Networks [30] ) is employed as the optimization policy π (s t , a t ), which is enabled to learn the state-value function e ciently. Dueling DQN learns the Q value V (s t ) and the advantage function A(s t , a t ) and combines them: Q(s t , a t ) ← V (s t ), A(s t , a t ). e primary reason we employ a dueling DQN to uncover the best a ention zone is that it updates all the four Q values at every step while other policy only updates one Q value at each step.
Convolutional Mapping
For each a ention zone, we further exploit the potential spatial dependency of EEG signals. Since we focus on the single sample, the EEG sample only contains a numerical vector with very limited information and is easily corrupted by noise. To amend this drawback, we a empt to mapping the EEG single sample from the original space O ∈ R K to an over-complete sparsity space T ∈ R M by a CNN structure.
In order to extract as more potential spatial dependencies as possible, we employ a convolutional layer [13] with a number of lters to scan on the learned a ention zonex * i . e Relu non-linear activation function is applied to the convolutional outputs. e function of pooling layer is to reduce the redundant information in the convolutional outputs to decrease the computational cost. In our case, we try to keep as much information as possible. erefore, pooling layer is not employed in our method.
Overall, the convolutional mapping structure contains 5 layers (as shown in Figure 3 ): the input layer receives the learned a ention zone, the convolutional layer followed by two fully connected layers, and the output layer. e one-hot ground truth is compared to the output layer to calculate the training loss. In the convolutional 
mapping optimization, the 2 -norm (with parameter λ) is adopted as regularization to prevent over ing. e sigmoid activation function is used on the fully connected layers. e cross-entropy loss function is optimized by the AdamOptimizer algorithm. e last fully connect layer is extracted as the represented features which are fed into a lightweight nearest neighbor classi er.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the proposed approach on four datasets belonging to diverse application scenarios, with focuses on accuracy, latency, and resilience.
Application Scenarios and Datasets

Application Scenarios.
In this section, we evaluate our approach on various datasets in three applications of EEG-based Brain-Computer Interfaces.
Movement Intention Recognition (MIR)
. EEG signal measures human brain activities, intuitively, di erent human intention will lead to diverse EEG pa erns [34] . e intention recognition plays a signi cant role in practical scenarios such as smart home, assisted living [33] , brain typing 4 [34] , and entertainment. For disabilities, who have troubles in motor abilities, and elders, intent recognition can help them to interact with external smart devices such as wheelchairs or service robots a real-time BCI systems. Besides, for people who lose the speaking ability, they may have a chance to express their thoughts with the help of accurate intention recognition technologies (e.g., brain typing). For health human being, intent recognition can be used in video game playing and other daily living applications. [20] is an emerging approach, which applied in person identication. EEG-based person identi cation is highly a ack-resilient. It has the unique advantage of avoiding or alleviating from the threat of being deceived which is o en faced by other identi cation techniques. is technique can be deployed in identi cation and authentication scenarios such as bank security system and customs security check.
Person Identi cation (PI). EEG based biometric identi cation
Neurological Diagnosis (ND). EEG signal collected in the unhealthy state di ers signi cantly from the ones collected in the normal state with respect to frequency and pa ern of neuronal 4 h p://www.xiangzhang.info/nav/Demo.html ring [2] . erefore, EEG signal has been used for neurological diagnosis for decades. For example, the epileptic seizure is a common brain disorder that a ects about 1% of the population and its octal state could be detected by the EEG analysis of the patient.
Datasets.
To evaluate how the proposed approach works in aforementioned application scenarios, we choose four EEG datasets with various collection equipment, sampling rate, and data source. For intention recognition task 5 , we use a public dataset eegmmidb and a local collected dataset emotiv; for person identi cation task, we choose EEG-S dataset while the TUH dataset is utilized for neurological diagnosis.
eegmmidb. EEG motor movement/imagery database (eegmmidb) 6 is collected by the BCI200 EEG system which records the brain signals using 64 channels with a sampling rate of 160Hz. EEG signal is recorded when the subject is imaging certain actions (without any physical action). In our dataset, the 560,000 samples belonging to 5 di erent labels and 20 subjects are selected with each subject having 28,000 samples. Each sample is a vector of 64 elements, each of which corresponds to one channel of the EEG data.
emotiv. is dataset is a local dataset collected by our group using EMOTIV Epoc+ EEG headset with 14 channels. e sampling rate is set as 128 Hz. During the experiment, the subject wearing the headset and imaging actions without physical movement. e experiment is carried on by 7 subjects (4 males and 5 females) aged from 24 to 30.
is dataset contains 241,920 samples, belonging to 6 categories, with 34,560 samples for each subject. e signals in eegmmidb and emotiv are manually labeled according to the distinct action. e intention recognition is person dependent.
EEG-S.
It is a subset of eegmmidb. Its device contains 64 channels with 160 Hz sampling rate. e data are gathered while the subject is kept eye closing and stay relax. 8 subjects are involved and each subject generates 7,000 samples. e label in this dataset is the subjects' ID.
TUH. TUH [8] is a neurological seizure dataset of clinical EEG recordings. e EEG recording is associated with 22 channels from a 10/20 con guration. e sampling rate is set as 250 Hz. We select 12,000 samples from each of 5 subjects (2 males and 3 females). Half of the samples are labeled as epileptic seizure state. e remaining samples are labeled as normal state.
Parameter Se ings.
Each sample is one vector recording collected at each time point. e default se ings of our approach is as follows. In the selective a ention learning:K = 128, the Dueling DQN has 4 lays and the node number in each layer are: 2 (input layer), 32 (FCL), 4 (A(s t , a t )) + 1 (V (s t )), 4 (output). e decay parameter γ = 0.8, n e = n s = 50, N = 2, 500, ϵ = 0.2, ϵ 0 = 0.002, learning rate= 0.01, memory size = 2000, length penalty coe cient β = 0.1, and the minimum length of a ention zone is set as 10. In the convolutional mapping, the node number in the input layer equals to the number of a ention zone dimensions. In the convolutional layer: the stride has shape [1, 1] , the lter size is set as [1, 2] , the depth is 10, and the non-linear function is Relu. e padding method is zero-padding. No pooling layer is adopted. e followed fully connected layer has 100 nodes. e learning rate is 0.001 while the 2 -norm coe cient λ equals to 0.001. e transformation is trained for 2000 iterations. In addition, the key parameters of the baselines are as follows: Linear SVM (C = 1), Random Forest (RF, n = 200), KNN (k = 1). In LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) and GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit), n st eps = 5, other se ings are the same as [33] . e CNN has the same structure and hyper-parameters se ing with the convolutional mapping component in the proposed show.
Results
Approach Comparison.
To measure the accuracy of the proposed method, we compare it with a set of baseline methods including 5 non-deep learning baselines and 3 deep learning based baselines. Furthermore, we choose a number of competitive stateof-the-art algorithms for every single task, separately.
Tables 2 presents the classi cation metrics comparison between our approach and baselines (including Non-DL and DL baselines), where DL represents deep learning, AdaB denotes Adaptive Boosting, and LDA denotes Linear Discriminant Analysis. e results in Tables 2 illustrate that our approach achieves the highest accuracy on all the datasets. e confusion matrix and the ROC curves (including the AUC scores) of each dataset are reported in Figure 5 .
In addition, to further evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we compared our framework with a few state-of-the-art methods which using the same dataset with us. e comparison results are provided in Table 3 .
We could observe that our proposed framework consistently outperforms a set of widely used baseline methods and strong competitors in four diverse datasets. ese datasets are collected using di erent EEG hardware, ranging from high-precision medical equipment to o -the-shelf EEG headset with di erent number of EEG channels. To be more speci c, in MIR scenario, although the local dataset gains slightly lower accuracy than the public dataset, it still achieves the accuracy of 97.08%. e minor performance di erence is caused by that the o -the-shelf commercial headset, compared to the medical equipment, has fewer channels and lower measuring precision. As for the seizure diagnosis in ND, set the normal state as impostor while the seizure state as genuine, our approach gains the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) of 0.0033 while the False Rejective Rate (FRR) of 0.0017. is yields the existing methods by a large margin [1, [9] [10] [11] .
Latency Analysis.
Except for high accuracy of EEG signal classi cation, the low latency is another critical requirement for the success of real-world BCI applications.
In this section, we compare the latency of the proposed framework with several typical state-of-the-art algorithms and the results are presented in Figure 6 . It is observed that our approach has competitive latency compared with other methods. e overall latency is less than 1 second. e deep learning based techniques in this work do not explicitly lead to extra latency. One of the main reasons may lie in that the reinforced selective a ention has ltered out unnecessary information. To be more speci c, the classi cation latency of the proposed framework is about 0.7∼0.8 seconds, which mainly results from the convolutional mapping and the classifying procedure. e convolutional mapping only takes 0.05 sec on testing although it takes more than ten minutes on training. e latency caused by the classi er is around 0.7 seconds. In practice, the number of EEG channels of EEG devices is diverse due to two reasons. First, di erent o -the-shelf or on-the-shelf devices have various channels numbers. Intuitively, the quality of signal and its containing information is directly associated with the number of channels. In the meantime, the devices with more channels usually are more expensive and less portable. For example, BCI2000 system supports 64-channel EEG signal collection in highprecision clinical applications; EMOTIV Epoc+ and insight with 14-channel and 5-channel, separately, are designed for contextualized research. We compare three datasets collected from 3 types of EEG collection devices. Figure 7 shows that the proposed method consistently achieves the accuracy of at least 97% on three datasets with 14, 22, 64 channels, and leads to the resilient performance.
On the other hand, incomplete EEG signal causes the degradation of BCI applications. It could happen when some electrical nodes are loosened because of weak maintenance of EEG devices. To investigate the robustness of incomplete EEG signal with missing channels, we also conduct experiments by randomly selecting part of a proportion of signal channels over four datasets. For example, by selecting 20% of channels on the emotiv dataset, the selected channel number is 3 = round(14 * 0.2). e experiments results are shown in Figure 8 (0.4 denotes accuracy while 20% denotes the channel percentage used for training). e radar chart demonstrates that eegmmidb and EEG-S, both with 64 channels, can achieve competitive accuracy even with only 20% signal channels. In contrast, emotiv (14 channels) and TUH (22 channels) are highly depend on the channel numbers, and the reason is that they only remain 3 and 5 channels for 20% channel percentage, respectively. rough our experience, at least 8 EEG channels are required to achieve high accuracy within the proposed framework.
CONCLUSION
is paper proposes a generic and e ective framework for raw EEG signal classi cation to support the development of BCI applications.
e proposed approach directly works on raw EEG data without any preprocessing and feature engineering. Besides, it can automatically select the distinguishable feature dimensions for di erent EEG data and thus highly improve the universality and deployment potently. Since the number of EEG signal dimensions is required to achieve high performance, our experiments tuning experience reveals that the EEG signal should contain at least 8 dimensions to extract distinctive spatial feature (inter-dimension dependency).
e replicate and shu e process cannot always provide the best spatial dependency.
erefore, when the classi cation accuracy is not satis ed, repeating the replicate and shu e procedure may help to enhance the additional performance. e experiment results demonstrate that the proposed approach achieves competitive performance on public datasets and a local dataset. Our approach is applicable to wider application scenarios such as intention recognition, person identi cation, and neurological diagnosis.
